3. Research Activities

Targets and achievements of the Information Devices Division

The main aim of the information devices division is to create new materials and devices for next generation communication technology.

To accomplish this goal, we have the following 6 sub-divisions. The research fields include nano-scale photoelectronic conversions, quantum-optical information technology, novel transport properties in low-dimensional systems, new dielectrics-based nano-devices for information storage, and design of new materials having exotic functionalities. We also have a partnership with Nano-Integration Devices and Processing section in the Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and Spintronics.

1. Nano-Photoelectronics
2. Quantum-Optical Information Technology
3. Solid State Electronics
4. Dielectric Nano-Devices
5. Materials Functionality Design
6. Magnetic Devices (Visitor Section)

The research target and the summary of activities of each sub-division in 2015 are described in the following pages. The summary of activities of Nano-Integration Devices and Processing section is described in the chapter of Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and Spintronics.
**Nanophotoelectronics**

Exploring optical and electronic properties of nanometer-sized structures and their applications in photoelectronic devices

Nanophotoelectronics Yoichi Uehara, Professor
Nano photomolecular electronics Satoshi Katano, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]

Our main interest lies in studying the physical and chemical phenomena that take place in nanometer-scale regions and their applications in nanophotoelectronic devices. The summary of our achievements in 2015 is as follows. (1) Pump-probe STM light emission spectroscopy (P-P STM-LE) with ps temporal resolution was carried out for several materials. Time evolution of dielectric function of Au after stimuli by each pump pulse was described in terms of d-band holes created by each pump pulse. Temporal behavior of vibrational modes of atomic hydrogen adsorbed on Ni(110) was observed in ps temporal and atomic spatial resolution. Individual VO₂ nanostructures showed semiconducting-metallic phase transitions after 25 ps from stimuli by each ps pump pulse. To develop P-P STM-LE in the THz spectral range, THz STM LE from Sb₂Te₃ illuminated with ps laser pulses was measured as a function of laser power. The laser power dependence of THz STM LE is ascribed to the ps temporal change of the band structure induced by each ps laser pulse, which was found by P-P STM-LE of Sb₂Te₃ in the visible spectral range. (2) The electronic and optical properties of graphene oxide (GO) are governed by the relative fraction of sp²- and sp³-hybridized domains. Although extensive efforts have been made to reveal and to control the electronic states of GO, most of studies have paid little attention to the atomic scale electronic properties so far. We have investigated local electronic structures of GO using STS. The position-dependent STS measurement revealed the spatial distribution of sp2 domains in GO. (3) We have investigated the creation and optical properties of a single Ag nanoparticle (AgNP) on Si(111) using STM light emission spectroscopy. The peak intensity of STM light emission increases with increasing the size of AgNP, accompanying the shift of the peak position. Obtained results are well reproduced by the theoretical calculation.

[Staff]
Professor Yoichi Uehara, Dr.
Associate Professor Satoshi Katano, Dr.

[Profile]

Dr. Yoichi Uehara obtained his D. Eng. degree from the Department of Engineering, University of Osaka prefecture in 1986, after which, he was initially appointed as an Assistant Professor at the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University. He eventually became a Full Professor at the institute in 2005. Dr. Uehara has worked on three main surface physics problems at Tohoku University: (1) light emission from metal-insulator-metal and metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) tunnel junctions, (2) low-energy electron spectroscopy, and (3) light emission spectroscopy of STM.

Dr. Satoshi Katano received his D. Sci. degree from Department of Electronic Chemistry, Tokyo Institute of Technology in 2003. He was a postdoctoral research fellow in RIKEN (2003-2006). He joined RIEC, Tohoku University as an Assistant Professor in 2006 and was promoted to an Associate Professor in 2012. His research interests include surface physical chemistry and nano-scale molecular optoelectronics.

[Papers]


Quantum-Optical Information Technology

Development of optoelectronic devices for quantum information and communication technology

Quantum-Optical Information Technology: Keiichi Edamatsu, Professor
Quantum Laser Spectroscopy: Yasuyoshi Mitsumori, Associate professor
Quantum Nanophotonics: Mark Sadgrove, Associate professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Our goal is to develop the quantum information devices utilizing quantum interaction between photons and electrons in solids. In 2015, we have achieved (1) experimental demonstration of error-disturbance uncertainty relations in photon polarization measurement, (2) observation of local-field effects on optical coherent transients of semiconductor quantum dots, and (3) fabrication of optical nanofibers along with the controlled introduction of single gold nanoparticles to the nanofiber surface.

[Staff]
Professor: Keiichi Edamatsu, Dr.
Associate Professor: Yasuyoshi Mitsumori, Dr.
Associate Professor: Mark Sadgrove, Dr.

[Profile]
Keiichi Edamatsu received B.S., M.S., and D.S. degrees in Physics from Tohoku University. He was a Research Associate in Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University, a Visiting Associate in California Institute of Technology, and an Associate Professor in Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University.

Yasuyoshi Mitsumori received B.S., M.S. and D.S. degrees in Applied Physics from Tokyo Institute of Technology. He was a Research Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, a Researcher in NTT Basic Research Laboratories, a Postdoctoral Fellow in Tokyo Institute of Technology, a Postdoctoral Fellow in Communications Research Laboratory, a Research Associate in Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University.

Mark Sadgrove received B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees in science from University of Auckland. He was a Postdoctoral Fellow in The University of Electrocommunications, a Postdoctoral Fellow in Gakushuin University, and an Assistant Professor (nontenured) in The Center for Photonic Innovations, The University of Electrocommunications.

[Papers]
Solid State Electronics Laboratory
Paving a Way for Introducing SiC, Graphene, and 2DM into Si Technology

Solid State Electroncis  Maki Suemitsu, Professor
Solid State Physics for Electroncis  Hirokazu Fukidome, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Graphene is a 2D honeycomb network of carbon atoms. Its extremely high carrier mobility, which is ~100 times as high as that of silicon, makes graphene a dream material. We have developed a method to form an epitaxial graphene onto silicon substrates for the first time, which consists of 3C-SiC heteroepitaxy on Si and subsequent sublimation of surface Si atoms (graphene-on-Si, or GOS, technology). We are currently working on betterment of the GOS quality as well as on the development of graphene devices centered on RF field-effect transistors and optical devices.

In FY2015, we succeeded in growing extremely high quality epitaxial graphene on the C-face of SiC crystals for the first time. We developed operando analysis methods to characterize the device performance of 2D-material devices as well.

[Staff]
Professor : Maki Suemitsu, Dr.
Assistant Professor : Hirokazu Fukidome, Dr.
Visiting Professor : Hiroyuki Nagasawa, Dr.
Research Assistant : Sai Jiao, Dr.
Research Assistant : Goon-Ho Park, Dr.
Research Assistant: Venugopal Gunasekaran
Technical Assistant : Kumi Namiiri

[Profile]
Prof. Maki Suemitsu received Ph.D on electronic engineering from Tohoku University in 1980. He started his service at Research Institute of Electrical Communication (RIEC) in 1980, became associate professor in 1990, and became professor at Center for Interdisciplinary Research, Tohoku University in 2003. Since 2008, he has been professor at RIEC. He has been engaged mainly on surfaces of semiconductor thin films. He was awarded the 30th Kumagai prize of the best paper from the Vacuum Society of Japan (2005) and the Best Paper Award from the Surface Science Society of Japan (2011).

Prof. Hirokazu Fukidome received Ph.D on chemistry from Osaka University. After serving for Bell Labs and RIKEN, he became assistant professor at RIEC in 2008. He has been associate professor at RIEC since 2012. He has been engaged on two-dimensional Dirac electron systems and their operando-microscopy analysis. He was awarded the Best Paper Award from the Surface Science Society of Japan (2011).

[Papers]
Dielectric Nano-Devices
Research on Dielectric Nano Science and Technology

Dielectric Nano-Devices    Yasuo CHO, Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Our main area of interest is evaluation and development of dielectric materials, including ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials and their application to communication devices and ferroelectric data storage systems. Our major contributions to advancement in these fields are the invention and the development of “Scanning Nonlinear Dielectric Microscope” (SNDM) which is the first successful purely electrical method for observing the ferroelectric polarization distribution without the influence of the shielding effect by free charges and it has already been put into practical use. The resolution of the microscope has been improved up to atomic scale-order. Therefore, it has a great potential for realizing the ultra-high density ferroelectric recording system.

Major achievements of studies in 2015 are as follows: (1) Graphene on 4H-SiC(0001) was observed using noncontact scanning nonlinear dielectric potentiometry (NC-SNDP) with an atomic resolution. Additionally, we proposed a novel method for observing surface spontaneous polarization using NC-SNDP. (2) SiO2/SiC interfaces were characterized using super-higher-order nonlinear dielectric microscopy. Additionally, we developed local DLTS as a novel method for characterization of interfaces in semiconductor devices. (3) Nanoscaled domain inversion on yttrium doped HfO2 thin films was studied using SNDM for developing novel recording media of ferroelectric probe data storage technology. (4) We proposed a novel method for nanoscale linear permittivity imaging based on SNDM.

[Staff]
Professor : Yasuo Cho, Dr.    Assistant Professor : Kohei Yamasue, Dr.
Assistant Professor : Yoshiomi Hiranaga, Dr.

[Profile]
Yasuo Cho graduated in 1980 from Toho ku University in electrical engineering department. In 1985 he became a research associate at Research Institute of Electrical Communication Tohoku University. In 1990, he received an associate professorship from Yamaguchi University. He then became an associate professor in 1997 and a full professor in 2001 at Research Institute of Electrical Communication Tohoku University. During this time, his main research interests included nonlinear phenomena in ferroelectric materials and their applications, research on the scanning nonlinear dielectric microscope, and research on using the nonlinear dielectric microscope in next-generation ultrahigh density ferroelectric data storage (SNDM ferroelectric probe memory).

[Papers]

Contact to Professor Yasuo Cho : yasucho@riec.tohoku.ac.jp
Materials Functionality Design

Computational Design of Functional Materials for Spintornics

Materials Functionality Design: Masafumi Shirai, Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Our research targets are as follows: (1) theoretical analyses of quantum phenomena which appear in materials and nanostructures for advanced information devices, (2) computational design of materials and nanostructures which possess new functionalities for improvement of device performance, and (3) development of new design procedures based on large-scale computational simulation techniques.

Our research activities in FY 2015 are as follows:
(1) Theoretical design of electrode materials for magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ)

We investigated the magnetic properties of D0_{22}-Mn3Ga doped with Ti, V, and Cr, by using first-principles calculations. While the magnetization is increased by the doping, the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy energy $K_u$ is slightly decreased (see Fig. 1). The Ti- or V-doped Mn3Ga alloy is promising candidates for electrode materials of MgO-based MTJ since the $\Delta^1$ band is completely spin-polarized.

(2) Electronic structure of shape memory alloys

We investigated electronic structure of shape memory alloys Ni-Mn-In by means of hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and first-principles calculations. We found a sharp drop in the density of states near the Fermi-level below the structural transformation temperature. The structural transformation is related to a competition of magnetic coupling between Mn atoms in Ni-Mn-In [2].

[Staff]
Professor: Masafumi Shirai, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Kazutaka Abe, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Masahito Tsujikawa, Dr.

[Profile]
Masafumi Shirai received the Doctor of Engineering degree from Osaka University in 1989. From 1988 to 1996, he was a Research Associate, and then, from 1996 to 2002, an Associate Professor at Osaka University. From 2002 to the present, he has been a Professor at Tohoku University. Now his research interest is focused on computational design of functional materials for spintronics devices.

[Papers]


Contact to Professor Masafumi Shirai: shirai@riec.tohoku.ac.jp
Broadband Engineering Division: Research Target and Results

In order to establish the future broadband communication systems and novel devices that are flexibly applied to the future ubiquitous ultra-large capacity information communication, research and development are carrying out over the wide bands of microwaves, millimeter/submillimeter waves, terahertz waves, and lightwaves with regard to the information generation, transmission, processing, and storage technologies.

(1) Advanced Wireless Information Technology

We are actively engaged in the research work on the dependable wireless information technologies for the next generation wireless systems which include terrestrial / satellite communications. We cover the whole technical fields from the lower to higher layers, i.e., signal processing, RF/Mixed signal device, antenna, MODEM and network technologies. We have developed location-based interference control method for heterogeneous wireless networks. The virtual sector method was proposed to solve the hidden and exposed node problems. We have also developed RF-IC and modules like sample-hold circuit for high speed and low power wireless communication system.

(2) Ultra-Broadband Signal Processing

We are developing novel, integrated electron devices and circuit systems operating in the terahertz region. One of our major concerns is a new material called “graphene”, a single-layered honeycomb-lattice carbon crystal.

First, towards the creation of novel current-injection graphene THz laser-transistors, we developed an ultrafast graphene laser-transistor device process technology demonstrating extremely high electric-field carrier mobility around 200,000 cm2/Vs an order of magnitude larger than conventional data. Another important achievement is on high-speed, high-power, high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) based on InGaAs- and GaN-based quantum-well heterostructures. Improved breakdown-voltage performances were verified in GaN-based HEMTs by introducing a unique slant field plate structure integrated with the gate electrode.

(3) Ultrahigh-Speed Optical Communication

To achieve a global high-capacity optical network, we have been engaging in the research on ultrahigh-speed Optical Time-Division Multiplexing (OTDM) transmission and highly spectral-efficient coherent Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) transmission.

This year, we successfully demonstrated a single-channel 2.56 Tbit/s transmission
over 500 km using non-coherent Nyquist pulses. In addition, we realized a single-channel 1.92 Tbit/s, 64 QAM transmission using coherent Nyquist pulses with a spectral efficiency as high as 10.6 bit/s/Hz. Furthermore, we proposed a new quantum noise cipher transmission technique based on QAM, and achieved a 40 Gbit/s·480 km digital coherent transmission with extremely high security.

(4) Applied Quantum Optics

Novel functional semiconductor photonic devices including photonic integrated circuits are being investigated to explore new-generation photonic network systems.

The study on ultra-high-speed semiconductor laser with external cavity is being continued. It was confirmed that the frequency response characteristic of a laser diode can be controlled by introducing a hybrid modulation scheme which modulates cavity loss and injection current simultaneously. The scheme will contribute to enhance a laser diode response bandwidth drastically by collaborating with photon-photon resonance effect from external cavity. For the study of narrow linewidth semiconductor laser, it was confirmed that the phase noise of the semiconductor laser can be reduced up to some GHz by applying the optical negative feedback we proposed. Furthermore, it was confirmed that very flat (< 0.5 dB) 13-ch optical frequency comb was able to be generated by harmonic superposition of RF signals to the LN Mach Zehnder modulator.

(5) Information Storage Systems

Research on next-generation perpendicular magnetic recording is carrying out for high density data storage to meet the strong demand of rapid information increase in the Internet, and storage system technology as well.

We have unveiled that areal density of 5 Tbit/inch², which is five times of the current density, is achieved by the novel perpendicular recording with bit-patterned media in association with thermal assist recording technique. Storage system technology to enhance the data transfer rate was also developed. Multi-track recording with an array head is investigated from the viewpoint of fast data transfer and high areal densities. Two-dimensional magnetic recording is developed to read two tracks simultaneously with a reader to double the data transfer rate.
Research Laboratory of Ultrahigh-Speed Optical Communication
Advanced optical communication technologies approaching the Shannon limit

Research Area of Optical Transmission  Masataka Nakazawa, Professor
Research Area of Optical Signal Processing Toshihiko Hirooka, Associate Professor
Research Area of High Accuracy Measurements using Optical Fibers Masato Yoshida, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
With the vast growth of Internet traffic, it has become increasingly important to realize a high-capacity and high-speed network. This laboratory aims to achieve a global ultrahigh-speed optical network by engaging in the research of ultrashort pulse and coherent transmission. This year, we successfully demonstrated a single-channel 2.56 Tbit/s transmission over 500 km using non-coherent Nyquist pulses with polarization-multiplexed DQPSK at 640 Gbaud (Fig. 1). In addition, we realized a 160 Gbaud, 64 QAM coherent Nyquist pulse transmission, in which single-channel 1.92 Tbit/s data were transmitted over 150 km with a spectral efficiency of 10.6 bit/s/Hz.

[Staff]
Distinguished Professor: Masataka Nakazawa, Dr.  Associate Professor: Toshihiko Hirooka, Dr.  Associate Professor: Masato Yoshida, Dr.  Assistant Professor: Keisuke Kasai, Dr.

[Profile]
Masataka Nakazawa received the Ph. D. degree from the Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1980. He joined the Ibaraki Electrical Communication Laboratory, Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corporation. He was a visiting scientist at MIT in 1984-1985. In 2001, he became a Professor of the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University, where he has been engaged in research on ultrahigh-speed optical communication including soliton transmission, nonlinear effects in fibers, mode-locked lasers, and photonic crystal fibers.

Toshihiko Hirooka received the Ph. D. degree from Osaka University in 2000. From 2000 to 2002, he was a Research Associate at University of Colorado at Boulder. He is currently an Associate Professor at the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University. He has been engaged in research on ultrahigh-speed optical communications and nonlinear fiber optics.

Masato Yoshida received the Ph.D. degree from Tohoku University in 2001. In 2001, he joined the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University, where he is currently an Associate Professor. His research interests include mode-locked fiber lasers, coherent optical communication, and photonic crystal fibers.

[Papers]
**Applied Quantum Optics**  
Research on Innovative Highly Functional Photonic Semiconductor Devices

**Highly Functional Photonics**  
Hiroshi Yasaka, Professor

**[Research Target and Activities]**

Novel functional photonic devices including high function laser diode (LD) sources are being investigated to explore new-generation photonic network systems. The study on ultra-high-speed semiconductor laser with external cavity is being continued. It was confirmed that the frequency response characteristic of a LD can be controlled by introducing a hybrid modulation scheme where cavity loss and injection current of the laser are modulated simultaneously. The modulation scheme will contribute to the drastic bandwidth enhancement of a semiconductor laser by collaborating with the photon-photon resonance effect from external cavity.

The study on compact and narrow linewidth semiconductor laser sources is also being proceeded. It was confirmed that the phase noise of the semiconductor laser can be reduced up to some GHz by applying the optical negative feedback method we proposed.

Furthermore, the study on a flat-top optical frequency comb generation is being carried out by using a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). It was confirmed that very flat (< 0.5 dB) 13-ch optical frequency comb was able to be generated by harmonic superposition of RF signals to the modulator.

Results for hybrid modulation laser (left), compact narrow linewidth semiconductor laser (middle), and flat optical frequency comb generation using MZM (right).

**[Staff]**

Professor : Hiroshi Yasaka, Dr.
Assistant Professor : Nobuhide Yokota, Dr.

**[Profile]**

Hiroshi Yasaka received M.S. degrees in physics from Kyusyu University in 1985, and Ph.D. degree in electronic engineering from Hokkaido University in 1993. In 1985 he joined Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) Corporation. Since then, he has been engaging in research and development on semiconductor photonic devices for optical fiber communication systems. From 2008 he has been a professor of Tohoku University.

**[Papers]**


Contact to Professor Hiroshi Yasaka : yasaka@riece.tohoku.ac.jp
Advanced Wireless Information Technology
For realization of the next generation mobile network

Advanced Wireless Information Technology
Noriharu Suematsu, Professor
Advanced Wireless Network Technology
Suguru Kameda, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Toward the realization of a ubiquitous and broad-band wireless network, we are actively engaged in the research work on dependable and low power consumption advanced wireless IT. We cover the whole technical fields from the lower to higher layers, i.e., signal processing, RF/Mixed signal device, antenna, MODEM and network technologies.

We have developed location-based interference control method for heterogeneous wireless networks. The virtual sector method was proposed to solve the hidden/exposed node problems. We have also developed RF-IC and modules like sample-hold circuit for high speed and low power wireless communication system.

[Staff]
Professor: Noriharu Suematsu, Ph. D
Associate Professor: Suguru Kameda, Ph. D
Assistant Professor: Mizuki Motoyoshi, Ph.D

[Profile]
Noriharu Suematsu received the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Electronics and Communication Engineering from Waseda University in 1987 and 2000. From 1987 to 2010, he had been with the R&D center of Mitsubishi Electric, Japan. Since 2010, he has been a professor of Research Institute of Electrical Communication (RIEC), Tohoku University. He received the OHM technology award from the promotion foundation for electrical science and engineering in 2002 and Prize for Science and Technology, the Commendation for Science and Technology by the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology in 2009.

Suguru Kameda received the B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Electronics Engineering from Tohoku University in 1997, 1999 and 2001, respectively. From 2001, he was an assistant professor of the RIEC. From 2012, he has been currently an associate professor.

[Papers]

Contact to Professor Noriharu Suematsu : suematsu@riec.tohoku.ac.jp
Information Storage System

Research on Large Capacity Information Storage System using High Density Perpendicular Magnetic Recording

Information Storage Systems: Hiroaki Muraoka, Professor
Recording Theory Computation: Simon Greaves, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]

The amount of digital information is rapidly growing year by year, which is estimated to reach to 40 Zetta-byte in 2020. High areal density magnetic recording is the key technology to store the extremely large capacity information. Next-generation perpendicular magnetic recording is explored in order to continuously develop the areal density of hard disk drives beyond the conventional density limit, i.e., a near-future target of 1 Terra-bit/inch$^2$ and ultimately exceeding 5 Terra-bit/inch$^2$. Theoretical studies including micromagnetic computer simulation in association with an experimental approach are carried out to develop the next generation of high density perpendicular recording devices.

As we have proposed, the magnetic nano-structure of recording media is the most essential parameter to achieve high density perpendicular recording. Bit-patterned medium (Fig 1) is a promising candidate. We have revealed the possibility of an areal density of 5 Terra-bit/inch$^2$ in conjunction with heat assisted recording. We revealed that the thermal stability of the bit-patterned media is observed as the write error rate, not only the amplitude reduction of the written bits.

Research on information storage systems (Fig. 2) is being carried out. High data transfer rate by distributed file system with grouped disk drives was investigated. It was experimentally demonstrated that the data transfer rate of properly designed system was proportional to the number of drives.

[Staff]
Professor: Hiroaki Muraoka, PhD (since 2000)
Associate Professor: Simon Greaves, PhD (since 2003)
Secretary: Chie Watanabe

[Profile]
Hiroaki Muraoka joined Tohoku University in 1991. Since then, he has been engaged in research on high-density magnetic recording devices, systems and recording theories, mainly for perpendicular magnetic recording. He received PhD degree in 1981. He is a Fellow of IEEE. Simon Greaves has been at Tohoku University since 2003. He uses micromagnetic simulations at magnetic recording to investigate the potential of future storage devices. He received his Ph.D in 1993 from Salford University, UK.

[Papers]
Ultra-broadband Signal Processing

Novel Millimeter-wave and Terahertz Integrated Electron Devices and Systems

Ultra-Broadband Devices and Systems: Taiichi OTSUJI, Professor
Ultrafast Electron Devices: Tetsuya SUEMITSU, Associate Professor
Ultra-Broadband Device Physics: Stephane BOUBANGA TOMBET, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]

We are developing novel, integrated electron devices and circuit systems operating in the terahertz (THz) region. This fiscal year, toward creation of graphene-based terahertz lasers, we have fabricated graphene FETs with high-quality graphene channels on SiC and with SiN gate dielectrics, and we have shown carrier intrinsic mobilities of the FETs around 200,000 cm²/Vs, an order of magnitude larger than conventional data, extracted from their DC characteristics by an originally developed fitting model. Another important achievement is on microwave and millimeter-wave high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) based on compound semiconductor materials such as indium-gallium arsenide (InGaAs) and gallium-nitride (GaN). Improved breakdown voltage in these HEMTs are achieved by a unique slant field plate integrated with a gate electrode.

[Staff]
Professor: Taiichi OTSUJI, Dr. Eng.
Visiting Professor: Victor RYZHII, Ph.D.
Associate Professor: Tetsuya SUEMITSU, Dr. Eng.
Associate Professor: Stephane Albon BOUBANGA TOMBET, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor: Akira SATOU, Dr. Comp. Sci.
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow: Adrian DOBROIU, Ph.D.
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow: Takayuki WATANABE, Dr. Eng.
Secretary: Kayo UENO

[Profile]
Taiichi OTSUJI: received the Dr. Eng. deg. from Tokyo Tech., Japan, in 1994. After working for NTT Labs., Japan, since 1984, he joined Kyutech in 1999, as an Assoc. Prof., being a prof. from 2002. Since 2005, he has been a Prof. at RIEC Tohoku Univ., Japan. Recipient of the Outstanding Paper Award of the 1997 IEEE GaAs IC Symposium. Distinguished Lecturer, Electron Device Society, IEEE, since 2013. Member of IEEE (Fellow), OSA (Senior), MRS, SPIE, IEICE, and JSAP.

Tetsuya SUEMITSU: received Dr. Eng. from Waseda Univ., Japan, in 2000. Research Scientist, NTT Labs., Japan (1994-2006); Visiting Scientist, MIT, USA (2002-2003); Assoc. Prof., Tohoku Univ., Japan (2006-). Recipient of the Best Paper Award, IEICE (2003), and the ELEX Best Paper Award, IEICE (2007). Member of IEEE(Senior), APS, JSAP, and PSJ.


[Papers]

Contact to Professor Taiichi Otsuji : otsuji@riec.tohoku.ac.jp
Aims and Achievements of Human Information Systems Division

To realize advanced information communications systems, it is essential to understand and apply sophisticated information processing mechanisms of human being as well as to establish communications environments in that human can communicate anywhere, anytime without recognizing the communications tools. The aim of this division is to research and develop core and system technologies essential to advanced human friendly information and communications systems through understanding biological information generation mechanisms, human information processing mechanisms focusing on acoustic and visual inputs, and optimizing the communications environments.

To achieve the goal of the Division, three laboratories have been carrying out researches and developments in the following areas: (1) Electromagnetic Bioinformation Engineering, (2) Advanced Acoustic Information Systems, (3) Visual Cognition and Systems.

The goals and achievements in the fiscal year 2014 of each laboratory are described in detail below.

(1) Electromagnetic Bioinformation Engineering
(Aims) This laboratory aims at obtaining the high accuracy sensor system for the signals from the human body or electric devices and at obtaining the system for approaching action to the human body by using the nano-scale controlled magnetic materials and by the development of the devices under the functions of the magnetics.
(Achievements) We obtained highly sensitive strain sensor utilizing the method of inverse-magnetostriction. The sensor shows 10000 times greater sensitivity compare with the conventional strain gage. New method to obtain nano-composite materials by electro-chemical technique was found. This method realizes the high-energy thin film magnet. New mechanism to reduce the iron loss of the magnetic core materials was studied. Collaborating research with steel companies has been started. The study about the magnetic actuator was carried out for tiny pump which can set in blood tube with a manufactuer of medical equipment.

(2) Advanced Acoustic Information Systems
(Aims) To realize future high-definition communications systems with rich and natural sense of presence, this laboratory aims at developing acoustic information processing technologies based on good knowledge of human auditory system as well as multimodal perception relating to hearing.
(Achievement) We are devoting in deepening of the understanding human spatiotemporal perceptual processes of audio-vestibular information. Moreover, We also study how the sense of presence and verisimilitude are affected by physical factors involved in multimodal content consisting of auditory, visual and vestibular information. These studies are
particularly important to realize future multi-modal sensory information processing and communication systems. Moreover, we continued to develop advanced acoustic systems. These include 3D virtual auditory displays based on our accumulated knowledge of human auditory space perception, sensing and reproduction system based on High-order Ambisonics consisting of over 100 channels, and 252-ch real-time binaural spatial sound sensing technique (SENZI), which can comprehensively record 3D sound space information. They are keenly required to realize super-definition audio-visual communications in near future.

(3) Visual Cognition and Systems

(Aims) This laboratory aims at understanding the mechanisms of human visual perception in our brain to improve the design of visual information display in the information & communication technologies.

(Achievements)
Firstly, we investigated coordinated movements of eyes and head in vision for action under little restriction of body movements and the used the knowledge to improve a model of the gaze prediction in given images. Secondly, we investigated object based attention using SSVEP (steady state visual evoked potential) and found that attention spreads over within object area independently of probe presentations, which participants are asked to detect. This revealed that object attention is a static phenomenon rather than a dynamic phenomenon such as a prioritization of attention shift.
Electromagnetic Bioinformation Engineering

Communication with human body

Electromagnetic Bioinformation Engineering, Kazushi Ishiyama, Professor
Electromagnetic Biomaterial Engineering, Shuichiro Hashi, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
We studied the mechanism of obtaining the magnetic anisotropy of the magnetic thin films for the sensitive magnetic sensors. We obtained a non-metal probe for high frequency magnetic field, and confirmed the probe can measure the high frequency magnetic field with its phase information. In addition, 3D position detecting system using magnetic markers was studied to improve its position accuracy. The study about the magnetic actuator driven by the external magnetic field was carried out for biomimetic robots using the rotational magnetic field, and small wireless pumps were obtained and clarified for their application for an artificial heart-support pump.

[Staff]
Professor: Kazushi Ishiyama, Dr.
Associate Professor: Shuichiro Hashi, Dr.

[Profile]
Kazushi Ishiyama received his MS and PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering from Tohoku University in 1986 and 1993, respectively. His research interests are in the area of magnetics and magnetic applications.

Shuichiro Hashi received the DE degree in Electrical Engineering from Tohoku University in 1998. His research interests are in the area of magnetic measurement and magnetic materials.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of high sensitive vibration sensor

Fig. 2 High frequency magnetic field imaging system using magneto-optical crystal probe
Advanced Acoustic Information Systems

Development of next generation communication systems

Advanced Acoustic Information Systems: Yōiti Suzuki, Professor
Auditory and Multisensory Information Systems: Shuichi Sakamoto, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
The main interest of this laboratory is the study of information processing by the human auditory system. At the same time, we aim to realize a 'comfortable' sound environment by exploiting digital signal processing techniques. One example is the development of three-dimensional auditory displays, which present sound images by simulating the transfer functions for the sound paths from the sound sources to the listeners' external ears. Another example is the proposal of 3D sound field information sensing systems. These systems are expected to convey a high-quality virtual sound space, which is keenly sought for multimedia communications, cyberspace systems and virtual reality systems. Moreover, in 2015, we put a lot of effort to develop systems to acquire 3D sound-space information capable of saving, transmitting, and reproducing accurate sound-space information at a distant place. In regards to three-dimensional sound space information recording using microphone arrays, we realized a real-time system using a spherical microphone array and FPGAs. From a psychoacoustical point of view, we also investigated the effect of self-motion, including head rotation, on the auditory space perception.

[Staff]
Professor: Yōiti Suzuki, Dr., Associate Professor: Shuichi Sakamoto, Dr.,
Assistant Professor: Zheng Lie Cui, Dr., Jorge Treviño, Dr.,
Technical Staff: Fumitaka Saito

[Profile]
Yōiti Suzuki graduated from Tohoku University in 1976 and received his Ph. D. degree in electrical and communication engineering in 1981. His research interests include psychoacoustics and digital signal processing of acoustic signals. He served as president of the Acoustical Society of Japan from '05 to '07. He is a fellow of the Acoustical Society of America.
Shuichi Sakamoto graduated from Tohoku University in 1997 and received his Ph. D. degree in electrical and communication engineering in 2004. His research interests include human auditory and multisensory information processing and development of advanced multimodal information systems.
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Visual Cognition and Systems Laboratory
Understanding human visual system for the better communication with visual information

Satoshi SHIOIRI, Professor
Ichiro KURIKI, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Our target is to understand the vision-related brain functions in order to apply the knowledge to realize human oriented information communication systems. We made achievements in the fields of visual attention, depth perception and color perception.

Firstly, we investigated coordinated movements between eyes and head in relation to visual cognitive processing. We found that patterns of eye-head coordination differed those observed in single gaze shift studies, and that the distribution peak of eye position was biased in the same direction as head direction. Secondly, we proposed a gaze prediction method based on head direction. We used a probability distribution of eye position based on head direction and added this information to a model of saliency-based visual attention. Our model improved the accuracy of gaze prediction. Thirdly, we investigated the neural mechanisms of object-based attention by using steady-state visual evoked potentials.

[Staff]
Professor: Satoshi Shioiri, Ph.D.
Associate Professor: Ichiro Kuriki, Ph.D.

[Profile]
Satoshi SHIOIRI Professor Shioiri graduated Tokyo Institute of Technology and received Dr. Eng in 1986. Then, he was a postdoctoral researcher at University of Montreal until May of 1989. From June of 1989 to April of 1990, he was a research fellow at Auditory and Visual Perception Laboratories of Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute. He moved to Chiba University at May of 1990, where he spent 15 years as an assistant professor, an associate professor, and a professor of Department of Image Sciences Department of Image, Information Sciences and Department of Medical Systems. In 2005, he moved to Tohoku University. Since then, he has been a professor of Research Institute of Electrical Communication of Tohoku University.

Ichiro KURIKI Dr. Kuriki received Ph.D. degree from Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1996. After then, he worked at Imaging Science and Engineering Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology as a research associate until October, 1999. He worked as a research associate at the Department of Mathematical Engineering and Information Physics, Graduate School of Engineering, the University of Tokyo until March, 2001. He worked as a researcher in Communication Science Laboratories of NTT Corporation until December, 2005. He joined the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University as an Associate Professor in January, 2006.
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Research Targets and Activities of Systems & Software Division

The goal of System & Software Division is to realize Ubiquitous environment. In an ideal ubiquitous environment, everyone can communicate with anybody, anywhere, with any kind of information, at any time, freely and in real time. Our division has the following five research fields related to such high-level system, software and content by integrating computer and communication:

- Software Construction: Reliable and high-level software.
- Communication Network: Symbiotic computing.
- Information Content: Technologies for interactive content.
- Structure of Information Society (Visitor Section).

An overview of research results from Apr. 2013 to Mar. 2014 of these fields except the visitor section is described in this section.

(1) Software Construction

We have been researching on theoretical foundations for flexible and reliable programming languages, and have been developing SML#, a new programming language in the ML family embodying our research results. The major results of the 2015 academic year include the following. (1) We have developed a type theory and compilation method for high-level and type-safe access to key-value stores and have showed that an ML-style programming language can be extended to high-level and type-safe key-value stores. (2) Development of the SML# compiler includes the following. (i) We have developed and implemented a fully concurrent garbage collection algorithm. (ii) Based on the concurrent GC, we have developed 64 bit native-thread support.

(2) Computing Information Theory

Rewriting systems are mathematical formalisms which can offer both flexible computing and effective reasoning with equations. Our research focuses on theoretical features of rewriting systems and applications to automated theorem proving, algebraic specifications, and functional and logic programming languages. The main results of this year are as follows. (i) We propose context-moving and context-splitting transformations for term rewriting systems, and develop a new automated theorem proving system which incorporates these transformations into rewriting induction. (ii) We continued to develop an automated confluence prover ACP for term rewriting systems based on various proof techniques. In the 4th confluence competition (CoCo 2015), ACP has won first place.

(3) Communication Network Systems

In this year, we have done the following studies. (a) Application of Active Information Resources: A concept of AIR-based personal knowledge base system is proposed and an AIR-based memory recall function was developed to support various human creative activities.
(b) Personalization of Secure Service: A personalization method of user-oriented secure services was proposed using agent-based sandbox mechanism. The effectiveness of the proposed mechanism was demonstrated by experiments. (c) Agent-based Internet of Things (AIoT) framework: A new concept of AIoT was proposed based on agent/multiagent technologies. A cooperation method based on plan knowledge and the adaptive control functions for AIoT had been developed and verified using experiment systems.

(4) Information Content

We are conducting comprehensive research on a variety of technologies related to interactive content which creates new value through interactions with humans. This year we firstly proposed a novel magnetic 3D tracking system for dexterous 3D interactions. Secondly, we explored a series of interactive robotic displays such as TransformTable, MovementTable and Shape-shifting wall display which dynamically affect and guide user’s physical workspace according to varying contexts. Thirdly, we established a model of Anshin as a concept of subjective well-being between humans and robots.
Software Construction Laboratory
Foundations for Developing High-level and Reliable Programming Languages

Software Construction Atsushi Ohori, Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Today’s software systems are becoming more and more complicated due to the need of integrating various computation resources available in the Internet. A key to control the complexity and to enhance the reliability of such a system is to develop a high-level programming language that can directly represent various resources and automatically detect potential inconsistencies among the components in a system. Based on this general observation, our research aims at establishing both firm theoretical basis and implementation method for flexible yet reliable programming languages for advanced applications. Research topics on theoretical foundations include: logical foundations for compilation, verification of low-level code, and type-directed compilation for polymorphic languages. We are also developing a new practical ML-style programming language, SML#, which embodies some of our recent results such as record polymorphism, rank-1 polymorphism, and high-degree of interoperability with existing languages and databases.

The major results of the 2015 academic year include the following. (1) Developments in theoretical foundations: we have developed a type theory and compilation method that allow us to seamlessly integrate JSON data in a typed polymorphic programming language, and have implemented in SML# compiler. The result is to appear in Proceedings of ECOOP 2016 (See [3] below). (2) Development of the SML# compiler. We have developed an algorithm and implementation techniques for a fully concurrent garbage collection method, and have implemented it in the SML# compiler. This result enables us to support native threads on multicore CPUs.

[Staff]
Professor: Atsushi Ohori, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Katsuhiro Ueno, Dr.

[Profile]
Atsushi Ohori. Professor Atsushi Ohori was born in 1957. He received his BA degree in Philosophy from University of Tokyo, 1981; received his MSE degree in Computer and Information Science from University of Pennsylvania, 1986; and received his Ph.D. degree in Computer and Information Science from University of Pennsylvania, 1989. He worked for Oki Electric Industry as a programmer, a researcher and a senior researcher from 1981 until 1993. From 1989 until 1990, he spent one year in University of Glasgow as a postdoctoral research fellow funded by Royal Society Research Fellowship. In 1993, he joined Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University as an Associate Professor. In 2000, he joined Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology as a Professor. In 2005, he moved to RIEC, Tohoku University as a Professor.
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**Computing Information Theory**  
Towards a New Software Paradigm Arising from Computation and Proof

**Research Target and Activities**
We are working on the development of a new software paradigm that arises from computation and proof. For this, we focus on a rewriting formalism which offers both flexible and effective reasoning with equations. In the rewriting formalism, proofs by equational reasoning and computations by rewriting systems can be combined in a unified framework (see the figure above). We aim at applying our new paradigm to the development of formal techniques for construction and verification of reliable software. We are currently working on rewriting theories for termination, confluence, program transformation, and program verification. Recent research activities include higher-order rewriting systems, automated inductive theorem proving, combination of functional-logic languages and automated theorem proving systems.

**Staff**
Professor : Toyama, Yoshihito Dr
Assistant Professor : Kikuchi, Kentaro Dr

**Profile**
Professor TOYAMA Yoshihito Toyama was born in 1952. He received his B.E. from Niigata University in 1975, and his M.E. and D.E. from Tohoku University in 1977 and 1990. He worked as a Research Scientist at NTT Laboratories from 1977 to 1993, and as a Professor at the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST) from 1993 to 2000. Since April 2000, he has been a professor at the Research Institute of Electrical Communication (RIEC) of Tohoku University. His research interests include term rewriting systems, program theory, and automated theorem proving.
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Communication Network Systems
Support for Cooperation and Communication between Human and Systems

Intelligent Communication: Tetsuo Kinoshita, Professor
Intelligent Network: Gen Kitagata, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
In this year, the following studies had been done. (a) Application of Active Information Resources: An AIR-based memory recall function was developed to support various human creative activities. (b) Personalization of Secure Service: A personalization method of secure services using agent-based sandbox mechanism was proposed and its effectiveness was also demonstrated by experiments. (c) Agent-based Internet of Things (AIoT) framework: A cooperation method based on plan knowledge and the adaptive control functions had been developed and verified using prototype systems.

[Staff]
Professor: Tetsuo Kinoshita, Dr.
Associate Professor: Gen Kitagata, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Hideyuki Takahashi, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Kazuto Sasai, Dr.

[Profile]
Tetsuo Kinoshita received his B.E. degree in electronic engineering from Ibaraki University, Japan, in 1977, and M.E. and Dr.Eng. degrees in information engineering from Tohoku University, Japan, in 1979 and 1993, respectively. He received the IPSJ Research Award, the IPSJ Best Paper Award and the IEICE Achievement Award in 1989, 1997 and 2001. Dr. Kinoshita is a member of IEEE (SM), ACM, AAAI, IEICE (Fellow), IPSJ (Fellow) and JSAI.

Gen Kitagata is an associate professor of the Research Institute of Electrical Communication of Tohoku University, Japan. He received a doctoral degree from the Graduate School of Information Sciences, Tohoku University in 2002. His research interests include agent-based computing, network middleware design, and symbiotic computing. He is a member of IEICE and IPSJ.
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Information Content

Technologies for Interactive Content

Interactive Content Design  Yoshifumi KITAMURA, Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Good media content has the power to enrich our lives. The effectiveness of content delivery is becoming more and more important in a wide variety of fields, such as industry, education, culture, entertainment, and so on. Expectations of its use in the general public are also increasing. We focus on non-traditional contents other than movies, music and games, conducting comprehensive research on a variety of interactive content which creates new value through interactions with humans. This year we firstly proposed a novel magnetic 3D tracking system for dexterous 3D interactions. Secondly, we explored a series of interactive robotic displays such as TransformTable, MovementTable and Shape-shifting wall display which dynamically affect and guide user’s physical workspace according to varying contexts. Thirdly, we established a model of Anshin as a concept of subjective well-being between humans and robots.

[Staff]

A novel magnetic 3D tracking system (left), Robotic displays (center), Modeling robot behaviors (right)

Professor: Yoshifumi Kitamura, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Kazuki Takashima, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Hiroko Kamide, Dr.

[Profile]
Yoshifumi KITAMURA received B.Sc., M.Sc. and PhD. degrees in Engineering from Osaka University in 1985, 1987 and 1996, respectively. From 1987 to 1992, he was at the Information Systems Research Center of Canon Inc. From 1992 to 1996, he was a researcher at the ATR Communication Systems Research Laboratories. From 1997 to 2002, he was an Associate Professor at the Graduate School of Engineering and Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Osaka University. Since April 2010, he has been a Professor at the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University. He is a fellow of the Virtual Reality Society of Japan.
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Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and Spintronics

The Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and Spintronics of the Research Institute of Electrical Communication was established on April of 2004. Its purpose is to develop and establish the science and technology of nanoelectronics and spintronics for information technology. Utilizing the facilities installed in the Nanoelectronics-and-Spintronics building and under collaboration between the RIEC and electro-related laboratories of the Graduate Schools of Engineering, Information Sciences, Biomedical Engineering, Tohoku University, R&D of nanotechnologies of materials and devices in Nanoelectronics and Spintronics will be continued extensively. Furthermore, nation-wide and world-wide collaboration research projects will be conducted to build a systematic database in the electrical communication research area.

The Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and Spintronics mainly consists of research groups which promote following sections: Nano-Integration Devices and Processing, Semiconductor Spintronics and Nano-Molecular Devices; together with the group of Ultra-Broadband Signal Processing. These groups cooperatively carry out the research aimed at establishing a world-wide COE in the research area of nanoelectronics and spintronics.

Nanoelectronics and Spintronics for Information Technology

- Nano-Integration Devices and Processing
- Semiconductor Spintronics
- Nano-Molecular Devices
- Ultra-Broadband Signal Processing
- Advanced Wireless Information Technology
- Integrated Spintronics
- Nano-Spin Memory

Dimensionality Control

Nanostructures

Charge Control
Spin Control

Functional control of electronic and nuclear spins in semiconductors

Compound Semiconductor Magnetic Metals

High functional and high performance Si-based semiconductor devices

Group IV Semiconductors

Over-Gbit wireless communication technology

Advanced Wireless Information Technology

Control of molecular functions
Organic-inorganic hybrid devices
Organic devices

Nano-biochip

High density spin memories
Highlights of Research Activities in 2015

Nano Integration

● Nano-Integration Devices and Processing (S. Sato and M. Sakuraba)
(1) Toward the development of computation algorithms utilizing quantum parallelism, we have introduced a quantum version of Hebb learning, by which qubit interaction is enhanced in proportion to correlation between qubits, to neuromorphic quantum computation inspired by the computational method realized with artificial neural networks. We have simulated the proposed learning method and confirmed its effectiveness successfully.
(2) Electrical Properties of Si/strained SiGe alloy/Si(100) heterostructures grown by low-energy ECR plasma CVD without substrate heating have been studied. With strain relaxation in SiGe alloy, alternation of valence band structure and clear infrared photoluminescence were observed.
(3) Toward a spatial perception system by using motion-stereo vision, we implemented a neural network model into an LSI; an orientation and time-to-contact of a planar surface are detected by integrating local image motions. The enormous neural connections are realized by using virtual connection scheme with connection tables stored in local memories and packet-based communication. We confirmed by using HDL simulation that the operation speed of the designed LSI is comparable with a C++ program performed on a common desktop CPU, while its power consumption is smaller than the that of the CPU by less than 1%.

Semiconductor Spintronics and Information Technology

● Semiconductor Spintronics (H. Ohno and S. Fukami)

Our research activities focus on realizing low-power functional spintronic devices. The outcomes in the last fiscal year are as follows: (1) Determination of spin mixing conductance at metal/semiconductor interfaces from electrical signals induced by inverse spin Hall effect under the ferromagnetic resonance in a (Ga,Mn)As/Pt structure. (2) Demonstration of electrical control of damping constant and clarification of the physical origin of magnetic damping using a ferromagnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As. (3) Quantification of modulation amplitude of magnetic anisotropy induced by electric field from a nonlinear ferromagnetic resonance with a large precessional angle in nano-scale CoFeB-MgO magnetic tunnel junction devices. (4) Clarification of the mechanism that determines the universality class for a creep motion of a domain wall in ferromagnetic systems. (5) Systematic evaluation of temperature dependence of in-plane magnetic anisotropy, anisotropic magnetoresistance, and planar Hall effect in (Ga,Mn)As codoped with Li.

In addition, the following outcomes have been obtained through cooperative researches under national projects.
1. Research activities in "Research and Development of Spintronics Material and Device Science and Technology for a Disaster-Resistant Safe and Secure Society" Program under Research and Development Project for ICT Key Technology to Realize Future Societies by
MEXT: (1) Evaluation of width dependence of thermal stability of domain wall in ferromagnetic Co/Ni nanowires and clarification of the mechanism that governs the thermal stability factor of domain walls. (2) Evaluation of dot size dependence of threshold current density for spin-orbit torque induced magnetization switching in nanoscale Ta/CoFeB/MgO dots and clarification of factors that determine the threshold current density. (3) Demonstration of field-free spin-orbit torque induced magnetization switching in an antiferromagnet/ferromagnet bilayer system and observation of analogue-like response, which is suitable for applications to artificial intelligences.

2. Research activities in "Achieving Ultimate Green IT Devices with Long Usage Times without Charging" Program under Impulsing Paradigm Change through Disruptive Technologies Program of CSTI: (1) Observation of different temperature dependences of energy barrier in CoFeB-MgO magnetic tunnel junctions depending on their sizes, which can be explained by a difference in the magnetization reversal mode. (2) Evaluation of thickness dependence of damping constant for single-interface and double-interface CoFeB-MgO structures from a ferromagnetic resonance using a vector network analyzer. (3) Demonstration of the third scheme of spin-orbit torque induced magnetization switching that is useful to investigate the physical mechanism of the switching.

  1. Ultra-Broadband Devices and Systems
      
      We are developing novel, integrated electron devices and circuit systems operating in the millimeter-wave and terahertz regions. III-V- and graphene-based active plasmonic heterostructures for creating new types of terahertz lasers and ultrafast transistors are major concerns. By making full use of these world-leading device/circuit technologies, we are exploring future ultra-broadband wireless communication systems as well as spectroscopic/imaging systems for safety and security.
  
  2. Ultrafast Electron Devices
      
      We are focusing on two important material systems for high-speed and high-frequency devices: the indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) for ultimately high-frequency operation including sub-millimeter-wave regime, the gallium nitride (GaN) for high-power millimeter-wave applications. Our activities include the design, process, and characterization of these devices and their integrated circuits.
  
  3. Ultra-Broadband Device Physics
      
      We theoretically and experimentally investigate the physics of plasmonics in III-V semiconductor- and graphene-based heterostructure material systems and their device applications. Our main goal is to develop new and original plasmonic integrated devices operating in the millimeter-wave and terahertz regions for the next generation of imaging, spectroscopy, and ultra-broadband communication systems.
Nano-Molecular Devices

1. Development of perovskite solar cells: We have investigated annealing-induced chemical and structural changes of tri-iodide (TI) and mixed-halide (MH) organometal perovskite layers using infrared absorption spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction measurements. We suggested that the difference in composition and structure leads to different charge transporting properties of the perovskite layers. (J. Mater. Chem. A, 3, 14195 (2015))

2. Fabrication and characterization of p+i+p+ type organic thin film transistors: Organic thin film transistors (OTFTs) have been explored because of their advantageous features such as light-weight, flexible, and large-area. We have fabricated p+i+p+ type of OTFTs in which an intrinsic (i) regioregular poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) layer is used as the active layer and highly doped p-type (p+) P3HT is used as the source and drain electrodes. We demonstrated that the fabricated p+i+p+ OTFTs work with carrier injection through a built-in potential at p+/i interfaces. We found that the p+i+p+ OTFTs exhibit better FET characteristics than the conventional P3HT-OTFT with metal (Au) electrodes. (J. Appl. Phys. 119, 154503 (2016); Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 54, 091602 (2015))

3. Investigation of neuronal extracellular recordings: Electrical signals of neuronal cells can be recorded non-invasively and with a high degree of temporal resolution using multielectrode arrays (MEAs). However, signals that are recorded with these devices are small, usually 0.01%–0.1% of intracellular recordings. We showed that the amplitude of neuronal signals recorded with MEA devices can be amplified by covering neuronal networks with an electrically resistive sheet. This technique feasibly amplifies signals of MEA recordings. (Appl. Phys. Lett., 108, 023701 (2016))
Nano-Integration Devices and Processing

Nano-integration beyond the existing technology

Nano-Integration Devices
Group IV Quantum Heterointegration
Shigeo Sato, Professor
Masao Sakuraba, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
In addition to the conventional demands such as faster operation and larger throughput, low power operation for low-carbon emission and robust operation not damaged even in a disaster are required for the development of the next generation information technology. To meet these demands, studies on high functional and high performance Si-based semiconductor devices realized by 3-D nano-processing and large scale integration of such devices are important research subjects. We study the subjects such as new transistors and memories using new materials, new devices based on new principles like quantum effects, and required 3-D processing. Moreover, we develop advanced technologies related to 3-D nano-integration, dependable mixed signal LSI, and non von Neumann architecture.

In this year, following experimental results have been obtained: 1) We have introduced a quantum version of Hebb learning to neuromorphic quantum computation inspired by the computational method realized with artificial neural networks. (2) Electrical Properties of Si/strained SiGe alloy/Si(100) heterostructures grown by low-energy ECR plasma CVD without substrate heating have been studied. With strain relaxation in SiGe alloy, alternation of valence band structure and clear infrared photoluminescence were observed.

[Staff]
Professor: Shigeo Sato, Dr.
Associate Professor: Masao Sakuraba, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Hisanao Akima, Dr.

[Profile]
Shigeo Sato was received his B.E. and Ph.D. degrees from Tohoku University, in 1989 and 1994, respectively. In 1996, he joined the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University. Now, he studies brain computer and quantum computer as a professor.

Masao Sakuraba received his B.E. and Ph.D. degrees from Tohoku University in 1990 and 1995, respectively. In 1995, he joined the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University. Now, he studies group IV quantum heterointegration as an associate professor.
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**Semiconductor Spintronics**

Advanced technology for spintronics-based devices

**Functional Spintronics: Hideo Ohno, Professor**

**Nano-Spin Materials and Devices: Shunsuke Fukami, Associate Professor**

**[Research Target and Activities]**

We aim to deepen the understanding of spin-related physics and to develop new functional materials and devices in which electron and its spin states are controlled. We are also working on research and development of advanced technology for spintronics-based devices and integrated circuits, which offers high-performance and low-power information and communication technologies.

The outcomes in the last fiscal year include (1) demonstration of electrical control of damping constant and clarification of the physical origin of magnetic damping using a ferromagnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As, (2) Clarification of the mechanism that determines the universality class for a creep motion of a domain wall in ferromagnetic systems (3) demonstration of field-free spin-orbit torque induced magnetization switching in an antiferromagnet/ferromagnet bilayer system and observation of analogue-like response, which is suitable for applications to artificial intelligences.

**[Staff]**

Professor: Hideo Ohno, Ph. D.  Associate Professor: Shunsuke Fukami, Ph. D.
Assistant Professor: Shun Kanai, Ph. D.  Research Fellow: Hsiao Wen Chang, Ph. D.
Research Fellow: Eli Christopher Inocencio ENOBIO, Ph. D.

**[Profile]**

Hideo Ohno received Ph. D. degree from the University of Tokyo in 1982. He was with the Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University as a Lecturer (1982) and then as an Associate Professor (1983). He moved to Tohoku University in 1994 as a Professor. He received the IBM Japan Science Prize (1998), the IUPAP Magnetism Prize (2003), the Japan Academy Prize (2005), Thomson Reuters Citation Laureates (2011), JSAP Outstanding Achievement Award (2011), IEEE David Sarnoff Award (2012), and the 5th Isamu Akasaki Award (2015). He is Institute of Physics (IOP) Fellow (2004), Honorable Professor at Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of Sciences, JSAP fellow (2007), and APS fellow (2012), Distinguished Professor at Tohoku University (2008), and IEEE Magnetic Society Distinguished Lecturer for 2009.

Shunsuke Fukami received Ph. D. degree from Nagoya University in 2012. He joined NEC Corp (2005). He moved to Tohoku University as an Assistant Professor (2011) and then as an Associate Professor (2015). He received the JSAP Paper Award (2012), the RIEC Award for Tohoku University Researchers (2013), the Funai Research Incentive Award (2014), the JSAP Young Scientist Presentation Award (2014), the Young Scientists’ Prize of Science and Technology by the MEXT (2015), and the Harada Young Research Award (2015).
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Nano-Molecular Devices

Control of surface and interface of molecular informational devices and development of novel nano-molecular devices

Nano-Molecular Devices: Michio Niwano, Professor

[Research Target and Activities]

Development of the semiconductor nanofabrication technology as typified by photolithography has miniaturized and sophisticated electronic devices. On the other hand, the progress of nanotechnology and biotechnology enables us to synthesize and use biological molecules, supramolecules, and nanostructures with electrically and optically unique features. By combining these technologies, we are aiming to develop molecular scale devices which allow advanced information process.

1. **Development of perovskite solar cells**: Annealing process is crucial in obtaining high-quality perovskite layers used for highly efficient planar perovskite solar cells. In this study, we have investigated annealing-induced chemical and structural changes of tri-iodide (TI) and mixed-halide (MH) organometal perovskite layers using infrared absorption spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction measurements. For TI layers, the solvent molecule, dimethylformamide (DMF), remained in the form of PbI$_2$/DMF compound after drying at room temperature. During annealing, the DMF evaporated to form PbI$_2$ crystals. When the MH perovskite film was annealed, both CH$_3$NH$_3$PbCl$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ crystals were initially formed from an amorphous phase. With further annealing, the CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ crystals gradually grew through the incorporation of source materials supplied from the CH$_3$NH$_3$PbCl$_3$ crystals and the amorphous phase and the slow evaporation of methylammonium (MA) and chloride ions. The resultant MH perovskite layer after annealing was mainly composed of large CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ grains with a trace of chloride ions. We suggested that the difference in composition and structure leads to different charge transporting properties of the TI and MH perovskite layers. (J. Mater. Chem. A, 3, 14195 (2015))

2. **Fabrication and characterization of p⁺-i-p⁺ type organic thin film transistors**: Organic thin film transistors (OTFTs) have been explored because of their advantageous features such as light-weight, flexible, and large-area. For more practical application of organic electronic devices, it is very important to realize OTFTs that are composed only of organic materials. In this paper, we have fabricated p⁺-i-p⁺ type of OTFTs in which an intrinsic (i) regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) layer is used as the active layer and highly doped p-type (p⁺) P3HT is used as the source and drain electrodes. 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) was used as the p-type dopant. A fabrication method of p⁺-i-p⁺ OTFTs have been developed by using SiO$_2$ and aluminum films as capping layers for micro-scaled patterning of the p⁺-P3HT electrodes. The characteristics of the OTFTs were examined using photoelectron spectroscopy and electrical measurements. We demonstrated that the fabricated p⁺-i-p⁺ OTFTs work with carrier injection through a built-in potential at p⁺/i interfaces. We found that the p⁺-i-p⁺ OTFTs exhibit better FET characteristics than the conventional P3HT-OTFT with metal (Au) electrodes, indicating that the influence of a carrier injection barrier at the interface between the electrode and the active layer was suppressed by replacing the metal electrodes with p⁺-P3HT layers. (J. Appl. Phys. 119, 154503 (2016); Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 54, 091602 (2015))

3. **Investigation of neuronal extracellular recordings**: Electrical signals of neuronal cells can be recorded non-invasively and with a high degree of temporal resolution using multielectrode arrays (MEAs). However, signals that are recorded with these devices are small, usually 0.01%–0.1% of intracellular recordings. Here, we show that the amplitude of neuronal signals recorded with MEA devices can be amplified by covering neuronal networks with...
an electrically resistive sheet. The resistive sheet used in this study is a monolayer of glial cells, supportive cells in the brain. The glial cells were grown on a collagen-gel film that is permeable to oxygen and other nutrients. The impedance of the glial sheet was measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and equivalent circuit simulations were performed to theoretically investigate the effect of covering the neurons with such a resistive sheet. Finally, the effect of the resistive glial sheet was confirmed experimentally, showing a 6-fold increase in neuronal signals. This technique feasibly amplifies signals of MEA recordings.  (Appl. Phys. Lett., 108, 023701 (2016))
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Research Targets and Activities of Laboratory for Brainware Systems

The Laboratory for Brainware Systems of the Research Institute of Electrical Communication was established in 2004 and renewed in 2014. Its purpose is to contribute to the research and development of advanced information science and technology for Brainware systems which realize a seamless fusion of the changeable and complex real world and the cyber space.

We aim at establishing scientific and technological foundations and at exploring human-like brainware computing applications for Adaptive Cognition and Action Systems Division (Recognition and Learning Systems Group), Autonomous Decentralized Control Systems Division (Real-World Computing Group), Brainware LSI Systems Division (New Paradigm VLSI System Group), and brain architecture Division (planned). The Laboratory for Brainware Systems consists of the above four divisions which cooperatively carry out the research. At the same time they serve as a laboratory for nation-wide cooperative research in the field of Brainware systems.

The technology developed in the Laboratory is expected to enhance the research carried out in the four Divisions of the Institute, and the research conducted in the Divisions, in turn, is expected to provide scientific basis for the information technology developed in the Laboratory.

[Research Target]

Real-World Computing Section: The main contributions achieved in 2014 are summarized as follows: (1) we have proposed a novel measure that can quantitatively measure locomotion patterns of legged animals/robots; (2) we have successfully modeled the inter-arm coordination mechanism underlying ophiuroid locomotion; (3) we have formulated a new decentralized control mechanism for the scaffold-based locomotion of snakes; (4) we have proposed a novel CPG model for bipedal locomotion by exploiting plantar sensation generated by deformable feet; (5) we have proposed a decentralized control mechanism for the interlimb coordination underlying hexapod locomotion.

New Paradigm VLSI System Section: Rapid progress in recent deep submicron regime has led the capability to realize giga-scaled embedded systems on a chip (SoC), while performance degradation of SoCs due to wiring complexity, power dissipation and device-characteristic
variation are increasingly getting serious problems in the recent VLSI chip. Our research activity is to solve the above problems primarily by the following two ways: the use of logic-in-memory architecture based on nonvolatile logic, and the use of asynchronous data-transfer schemes based on multiple-valued current-mode logic, which would open up a novel VLSI chip paradigm, called a “new-paradigm VLSI system.”

Recognition and Learning Systems Section: Humans can perform various actions based on the recognition of the outside world that is constructed through multiple sensory inputs such as vision and touch, even though they frequently move their own body parts in the environment. Here we investigate the adaptive-process and functions of the human cognitive system for action through psychophysical experiments. On the basis of the experimental evidence, we aim to create computational models of the recognition and learning processes in the human brain.

[Research Activities]

Real-World Computing Section: The main contributions achieved in 2015 are summarized as follows: (1) we have proposed a novel decentralized control method on the basis of a concept called TEGOTAE, a Japanese concept describing how well a perceived reaction matches an expectation. We implemented this control mechanism into a snake-like robot, and confirmed that this robot can negotiate unstructured environment; (2) we have investigated the structure of dynamical system underlying the gait transition between middle- and high-speed quadruped locomotor patterns; (3) we have formulated a novel decentralized control mechanism for bipedal locomotion on the basis of TEGOTAE concept. Simulation results strongly suggest that the decentralized control mechanism allows the robot to exhibit adaptive locomotion over slightly uneven terrain.

New Paradigm VLSI System Section: The major contributions achieved in 2015 are summarized as follows: (1) A nonvolatile FPGA (NVFPGA) test chip, where 3000 6-input lookup table (LUT) circuits are embedded, is fabricated under 90nm CMOS/75nm perpendicular magnetic tunnel junction (p-MTJ) technologies. The use of a p-MTJ device makes data-backup-limitation free, which essentially eliminates damage control to nonvolatile storage devices. The use of a p-MTJ device also enables the extension towards dynamically reconfigurable logic paradigm. Since hardware components are shared among all the p-MTJ devices by the use of logic-in-memory structure, the effective area of the 6-input LUT circuit is reduced by 56% compared to that of an SRAM-based one. Moreover, block-level power gating, in which all the idle function blocks are optimally turned off in accordance with the operation mode, can minimize static power consumption of each tile. As a result, the total average power of the proposed NVFPGA is reduced by 81% in comparison with that of an SRAM-based FPGA under typical benchmark-circuit realizations. (2) We also propose a design and proof-of-concept implementation of Gabor filters based on stochastic computation for area-efficient hardware. The Gabor filter exhibits a powerful image feature extraction capability, but it requires significant computational power. Using stochastic computation, a sine function used in the Gabor filter is approximated by exploiting several stochastic tanh functions designed based on a state machine. A stochastic Gabor filter realized using the stochastic sine shaper and a stochastic exponential function is simulated and compared with the original Gabor filter that shows almost equivalent behavior at various frequencies and variance. A root-mean-square error of 0.043 at most is observed. In order to reduce long latency due to stochastic computation, 68 parallel stochastic Gabor filters are implemented in Silterra m CMOS technology. As a result, the proposed Gabor filters achieve a 78% area reduction compared with a conventional Gabor filter while maintaining the comparable speed.

Recognition and Learning Systems Section: First, we investigated whether the relationship with pursuit eye movements is different for fast and slow motion processes, using a motion aftereffect technique with superimposed low- and high-spatial- frequency gratings. Our results reveal that pursuit eye movements and perception share motion signals in both slow and fast motion processes. Second, we investigated how the rotation-independent representation specific to haptic movements is generated. Our results show that rotation-independent representations of haptic movements do not appear when haptic movements passively occur. We also confirmed that active haptic movements generate rotation-independent representations. These results suggest that active movements are required to generate rotation-independent representations for haptic movements.
Recognition and learning systems laboratory

Understanding the human recognition and learning systems

(Visual Cognition and Systems, Satoshi Shioiri, Professor)
Adaptive Cognition and Action Systems, Kazumichi Matsumiya, Associate Professor
(Auditory and Multisensory Information Systems, Shuichi Sakamoto, Associate Professor)

[Research Target and Activities]
To create computational models of the process that the human brain integrates multiple sensory inputs from the outside world, we are investigating the visual and auditory functions in the human brain for implementing these functions in hardware under biologically plausible settings. Our approaches include psychophysics, brain wave measurements, and computer simulations.

First, we investigated whether the relationship with pursuit eye movements is different for fast and slow motion processes, using a motion aftereffect technique with superimposed low- and high-spatial-frequency gratings. We measured the directions of perceived motion and pursuit eye movements to a test stimulus presented after motion adaptation with changing relative contrasts of the two adapting gratings. Pursuit eye movements were observed in the same direction as that of the motion aftereffects, independent of the relative contrasts of the two adapting gratings, for both the static and flicker tests. These results suggest that pursuit eye movements and perception share motion signals in both slow and fast motion processes. Second, we investigated how the rotation-independent representation specific to haptic movements is generated. Our results show that rotation-independent representations of haptic movements do not appear when haptic movements passively occur. We also confirmed that active haptic movements generate rotation-independent representations. These results suggest that active movements are required to generate rotation-independent representations for haptic movements.

[Staff]
Professor: Satoshi Shioiri, Ph.D.
Associate Professor: Kazumichi Matsumiya, Ph.D.
Associate Professor: Shuichi Sakamoto, Ph.D.

[Profile]
Kazumichi Matsumiya, Dr. Matsumiya received Ph.D. degree from Tokyo Institute of Technology in 2000. After then, he worked at Centre for Vision Research, York University in Canada as a postdoctoral fellow. He worked as a researcher at the Imaging Science and Engineering Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology until December, 2003. He worked as a full-time researcher at ATR Human Information Science Laboratories until March, 2005. He joined the Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University as a Research Associate in April, 2005. Since then, he has been an Associate Professor from July, 2014.

[Papers]
New Paradigm VLSI System Research Group
Realization of a New-Paradigm VLSI-Computing World

New Paradigm VLSI System: Takahiro Hanyu, Professor
New Paradigm VLSI Design: Masanori Natsui, Associate Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Rapid progress in recent deep submicron regime has led the capability to realize giga-scaled
embedded systems on a chip (SoC), while performance degradation of SoCs due to wiring complexity,
power dissipation and device-characteristic variation are increasingly getting serious problems in the
recent VLSI chip. Our research activity is to solve the above problems primarily by the following two
ways: the logic-in-memory architecture based on nonvolatile logic, and the brainware LSI (BLSI)
computing, which would open up a novel VLSI chip paradigm, called a “new-paradigm VLSI system.”
This year, we have succeeded to design and implement MTJ (Magnetic Tunnel Junction)-based
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) for ultra-low power computing (Fig. 1) and brain-inspired
feature-extraction LSIs, called Gabor filtering LSI, based on stochastic computation (Fig. 2).

[Staff]
Professor : Takahiro Hanyu, Dr.
Assistant Professor : Naoya Onizawa, Dr.
Associate Professor : Masanori Natsui, Dr.
Assistant Professor : Daisuke Suzuki, Dr.

[Profile]
Takahiro Hanyu received the D.E. degrees in Electronic engineering from Tohoku University, Sendai,
Japan, in 1989. His general research interests include multiple-valued current-mode logic and its
application to high performance and low-power arithmetic VLSIs.

Masanori Natsui received the Ph.D. degrees in information Sciences from Tohoku University, Sendai,
Japan, in 2005. His research interest includes automated circuit design technique, nonvolatile-based
circuit architecture and its application, and design of high speed low-power integrated circuits.

[Papers]

Contact to Professor Takahiro Hanyu : hanyu@riece.tohoku.ac.jp
Real-world Computing
Toward Understanding Design Principle for Life-like Resilient Systems

Real-world Computing Akio Ishiguro, Professor

[Research Target and Activities]
Living organisms exhibit surprisingly adaptive and versatile behavior in real time under unpredictable and unstructured real world constraints. Such behaviors are achieved via spatiotemporal coordination of a significantly large number of bodily degrees of freedom. Clarifying these remarkable abilities enable us to understand life-like complex adaptive systems as well as to construct truly intelligent artificial systems. A prominent concept for addressing this issue is “autonomous decentralized control”, in which non-trivial macroscopic functionalities are emerged via spatiotemporal coordination among vast amount of autonomous components that cannot be explained solely in terms of individual functionality. We study the design principle of autonomous decentralized systems that exhibit life-like resilient behaviors from the viewpoints of robotics, mathematics, nonlinear science, and physics.

Fig.1: Snake-like robot that exhibits scaffold-based locomotion
Fig.2: Quadruped robot that exhibit various gait patterns
Fig.3: Biped robot with soft deformable feet.

[Staff]
Professor: Akio ISHIGURO, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Dai OWAKI, Dr., Takeshi KANO, Dr., Kazuhiro SAKAMOTO, Dr.

[Profile]
Akio ISHIGURO received B.E., M.E., and Ph.D. degrees from Nagoya University in 1987, 1989, and 1991, respectively. From 1991 to 1997, he was with Nagoya University as an assistant professor. From May 1997 to 2006, he was an associate professor, Nagoya University. From 2006 to 2011, he was a professor of the Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University. Since April 2011, he has been a professor of Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University. His main research interests are in bio-inspired robotics, nonlinear dynamics. He received 2003 IROS Best Paper Award Nomination Finalist, 2004 IROS Best Paper Award, 2008 Ig Nobel Prize (Cognitive Science Prize), 2009 IROS Best Paper Award Nomination Finalist, 2011 IEEE/RSJ NTF Award Finalist for Entertainment Robots and Systems, 2012 IEEE/RSJ JCTF Novel Technology Paper Award for Amusement Culture Finalist, Living Machines 2012 Best Paper Award.

[Papers]

Contact to Professor Akio Ishiguro: ishiguro@riec.tohoku.ac.jp
IT-21 center
Research and Development of the IT-Based Practical Technology by the Industry-Academia-Government Collaboration

[Research Target and Activities]

The purpose of the IT-21 center is development of practical technologies for IT based on the advanced technologies of RIEC with the partnership among Industry, Government and University. The term of development is limited less than 5 years. The projects are planned on matching with both basic technologies in the University and application in the Industry. Combination of the technologies of the University and Industry makes practical technologies with availability for the commercial products. The center actively accelerates to obtain the intellectual properties generated from the development of practical technology to the Industry. Presently, two projects for mobile and storage technologies are being carried out.

1. Development of high-efficient transmission power amplifier module contributing to the low-carbon society

The mobile wireless technology group has been proposing the concept of “Dependable Air,” which is a heterogeneous and highly-reliable wireless network. The Dependable Air is able to work even in the event of a big disaster. For realizing the concept of Dependable Air, the mobile group started “Development of high-efficient transmission power amplifier module contributing to the low-carbon society” from 2015 as the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) A-STEP type project. In mobile communication systems, power amplifiers (PAs) are one of the most energy consuming device, and PAs are demanded high linearity and high efficiency. In 2015, we have been proposed a linearity enhancement technique to a CMOS triple cascode push-pull power amplifier by second harmonic feedback. The proposed PA was fabricated in 0.18-µm CMOS process and was implemented on the balun by flip-chip connection.

2. Development of High Availability Information Storage Systems

Severe information loss took place due to damage of storage servers at the Tohoku Earthquake. We started research on reliable information storage with smart file backup and restoration, which contributes to anti-disaster information storage technology. A project “Research and Development on highly-functional and highly-available information storage technology” supported by MEXT started in 2012 under the collaborations of RIEC including IT21 storage technology group, Hitachi, a major Japanese Storage manufacturer, and Hitachi Solutions East Japan. The goal of the project is the development of highly functional and highly available storage system. In 2013, (1) A storage system that realizes 90% of information can be available even when a half (50%) servers are lost or damaged was developed based on the risk-aware algorithm, (2) Simulation of high-speed data-transfer was carried out for parallel-track storage device and software defined network systems, (3) Prototyping and testing of the highly reliable storage system. In 2015, the developed highly available storage system was implemented into the real local area network of Tohoku University for the final testing scheduled in 2016.

[Staff]
Director: Hiroaki Muraoka, Professor
Project Planning Division
Makoto Furunishi, Visiting Professor
Technology Development Division (Mobile Wireless Technology Group)
Noriharu Suematsu, Professor
Suguru Kameda, Associate Professor
Technology Development Division (Storage Technology Group)
Takaki Nakamura, Associate Professor
[Research Target and Activities]
Mobile wireless communication technology is one of the significant communication technologies that support the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) society, connected with the high-speed backbone network using optical fiber. Evolution of the mobile wireless communication technology in Japan is indispensable to keep the leadership in this technology area in the world. The mobile wireless technology group has been proposing the concept of “Dependable Air,” which is a heterogeneous and highly-reliable wireless network. The Dependable Air is able to work even in the event of a big disaster. For realizing the concept of Dependable Air, the group started the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) A-STEP type project “Development of high-efficient transmission power amplifier module contributing to the low-carbon society” from 2015. In addition, our group would like to contribute to the local industries in Tohoku area including the establishment of venture companies based on our developments.

[Staff]
Professor: Noriharu Suematsu, Ph. D
Associate Professor: Suguru Kameda, Ph. D

[Papers]
[Research Target and Activities]

The Storage Technology Group continue to be engaged in the research and development of storage technology in a collaboration between industry, academia, and government. Our group successfully completed two national projects commissioned by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology from FY2002 to FY2011.

Recently, as social and information systems become more complicated, one of the urgent research areas in storage, in addition to “devices” and “drives”, is the “system”. Because of this our group started a new national project “Research and Development on Highly-functional and Highly-available Information Storage Technology” in FY2012. The project will continue until FY2016. Furthermore, in collaboration with the storage system industry, we will focus on bringing the results of our research into practical use within five years, which is the prime mission of the IT-21 center.

[Staff]
Associate Professor: Takaki Nakamura, Ph.D.
Visiting Professor: Hiroshi Matsuoka, Ph.D.
Research Fellow: Masachika Harada

[Profile]
Takaki Nakamura received B.E, M.E, and Ph.D. in information science from Osaka University in 1996, 1998, and 2011 respectively. He joined Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd. in 1998. He is currently an associate professor at RIEC, Tohoku University. He has been engaged in research on storage system.

[Papers]
Management Office for Safety and Health
Realizing and Maintaining a Safe and Comfortable Environment to Support Research

[Research Target and Activities]

1. Outline of the Management Office for Safety and Health

The Management Office for Safety and Health is established to maintain the safety and health of students and staff working at the institute. The use of chemicals, high-pressure gas and radiation in research activities at the institute entails many risks. The Management Office for Safety and Health provides support for safety and health management in research laboratories, experimental facilities and the Fundamental Technology Center through various activities to ensure safe and smooth research activities within the institute.

2. Activities by the Management Office for Safety and Health

For the actual management of safety and health at the office, the Safety and Health Committee first presents the basic policies of safety management at the institute, and the Management Office for Safety and Health then plans and executes activities based on them. At the institute, laboratories and other individual sections are highly independent of each other; unlike a general corporate organization, top-down safety management is not suitable and measures appropriate for independent sections need to be taken. Various considerations are also necessary for students, researchers, and other members engaged in research activities as well as faculty staff. At this institute, extremely hazardous materials and facilities are used, including chemicals, high-pressure gas, and X-ray devices. Since there is also a clean room and other special workplaces, safety management should be extended by considering them. In these circumstances, the Management Office for Safety and Health will monitor situations and characteristics in each section at the institute, plan and recommend practical management methods and improvement measures, and support their implementation for the efficient and effective management of safety and health. The main activities in this fiscal year are as follows:

○ Holding safety and health seminar and high-pressure gas seminar for staff and students at the institute
○ Inspection of and assistance in improving the safety and health management system and working environment within the institute
○ Holding first aid training course
○ Investigation of laws related to safety and health and collection of information regarding safety and health management
○ Providing advice and information to safety and health personnel in each department

[Staff]
Manager: Satoshi Shioiri, Professor
Deputy Manager: Yoichi Uehara, Professor
Nobuyuki Sato, Assistant Professor
Maho Abe, Technical Staff     Yoshiko Kikuta, Clerk

Contact to anzen@riec.tohoku.ac.jp
Flexible Information System Center
Development and Management of Flexible Information System

[Research Target and Activities]
The present information systems represented by computers are inflexible systems, because their uses are predefined and they provide only the fixed processing and functions. The flexible information system on the other hand, is a system which can perform the flexible information processing adapted to the human intention and situation of its environment beyond the limitations of the principles of the inflexible information processing. The aims of this center are to manage and operate information networks and systems based on the concept of the flexible information system, and support smooth research activities of RIEC.

Moreover, utilizing technical know-how acquired through applying the information networks and systems to practical use, we also design and construct a leading-edge system for advanced organization, utilization, administration, operation and dispatching of scientific information.

1. Information collection, organization, dispatching, utilization and research support environment.
2. Advanced maintenance, management and operation of network.
3. Technical supports for information networks and systems in the institute.

[Staff]
(1) Steering Committee
Professor: Tetsuo Kinoshita, Dr., Yôiti Suzuki, Dr., Yoshihito Toyama, Dr., Masafumi Shirai Dr., Atsushi Ohori, Dr., Takuo Suganuma, Dr.
(2) FIR Committee
Professor: Yoshihito Toyama, Dr., Takuo Suganuma, Dr.
Associate Professor: Masato Yoshida, Dr., Gen Kitagata, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Hisanao Akima, Dr., Dai Owaki, Dr., Katsuhiro Ueno, Dr., Kazuto Sasai, Dr.
Technical Official: Masahiko Sato, Kenji Ota
Technical Support Member: Keiko Taniguchi, Ayano Yoshihara
(3) Regular Staff
Associate Professor: Gen Kitagata, Dr.
Assistant Professor: Kazuto Sasai, Dr.
Technical Official: Masahiko Sato, Kenji Ota
Technical Support Member: Keiko Taniguchi, Ayano Yoshihara

[Profile]
Refer to the Communication Network Laboratory for the profile of Prof. Tetsuo Kinoshita.
Refer to the Computing Information Theory Laboratory for the profile of Prof. Yoshihito Toyama.
Fundamental Technology Center
Supporting research with high-level specialized knowledge and technology

[Research Target and Activities]

The Fundamental Technology Center provides a wide range of technical supports for research and development (R & D) through the following four divisions: machine shop, evaluation, process, and information technology. The activities of the present year are summarized as follows except for those of Technical Official F. Saito which are separately described in the sections of Advanced Acoustic Information Systems respectively.

1. Machine Shop Division

The Machine Shop Division supplied machining products of 125, following requests from researchers. About 30% of the requests were from the outside of the institute.

2. Evaluation Division

20 laboratories utilized evaluation and measurement apparatuses for shared usage (the utilization time was 4331 hours in total), and furthermore there was utilization from the outside of university. Glass processing products of 6 were supplied. Several services relating to supply of cryogenic liquids were provided.

3. Process Division

This division supplied electron-beam lithographic products of 279, in cooperation with technical office, Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and Spintronics. Technical supports were provided for operating and maintaining clean rooms of Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and Spintronics. In addition, optical multilayered thin films were supplied to the outside of the university.

4. Software Technology Division

This division operated the in-house network at the institute and maintained shared-use-information-equipment, in cooperation with Flexible Information System Center. This division also engaged in contracting affairs of collaborative research based on intellectual-property rights and in giving advices to researchers who tried to apply patents.

[Staff]

Director (Professor): Yoichi UEHARA.
Assistant Professor: Nobuyuki SATO.
Technical Officials: Koichi SHOJI, Tamotsu SUENAGA, Kento ABE, Yasuaki MAEDA, Maho ABE, Takenori TANNO, Iori MORITA, Rikima ONO, Masahiko SATO, Yuku MARUYAMA, Kenji OHTA, Fumitaka SAITO, Katsumi SAGAE, Keiko TANIGUCHI, Ayano YOSHIHARA, Toshiko ISHIKAWA, Sachiko INOOKA.
Ad-hoc research groups
Taking advantage of the wide range of expertise in the institute, ad-hoc research groups are formed outside of the formal organizational structure to investigate challenging exploratory topics and needs-based, cutting-edge subjects.

[Group of multimodal attention]
It is crucial to select information from input signals to process, and to select action from infinite number of possibilities for human to live in the world with full of complicated objects changing dynamically. We focus on the attention process for action as well as for cognition in the study. Assuming that attention for action is based on a space representation that unifies signals from different modalities, we investigate the mechanism of attention for action. In this year, we discussed the possibilities of experimental approach for the purpose using a technique developed for visual attention and we made a plan of the study to submit application for KAKENHI.

[Next-Generation Nitride Electron Device Research Group]
GaN-based semiconductors are promising candidates for high-speed and high-power transistors for communication systems, vehicle applications and so on as well as blue and white LEDs. The goal of our study is to realize new GaN-based high-power RF transistors that help enhance the power efficiency by combining the advanced material technology developed at the Institute for Materials Research and the cutting-edge device technology developed at RIEC. We started a study on the nitrogen-polar GaN that has a potential to achieve superior transistor performance than the conventional GaN material system. A nitrogen-polar GaN/AlGaN heterostructure has been successfully grown and the electrical characterization has confirmed the existence of the two-dimensional electron gas that will be an important current path when we make a transistor.

[Time salon : research group investigating the concept of time]
Time is one of most fundamental concepts created by human beings; through time constructing, we would obtain the ability to perceive the space, our bodies, and relationships to others. The ultimate goal of this research group is to discover the principles of human's time construction, and to develop a model of human cognition and control. To approach this goal, the group attempts to develop a model of time construction that underlies human perception through philosophical observation and scientific experimentation. In this academic year, we have held 12 discussion meetings, the "time salons", and have analyzed and discussed diverse topics related to human's time construction, ranging from Kant's transcendental deduction of time to recent findings in cognitive science and neural science, and have come up with some observations. We hope to continue pursuing the research and to design some experiments of verifying our observations.
Center for Spintronics Integrated Systems (CSIS)

<About the Center>

Establishment: CSIS, which was established on March 10th 2010 in order to implement the FIRST Program, is conducting research and development of ultra-low power spintronics-based VLSIs.

Organization:
- Director: Hideo Ohno (Professor and Director of RIEC)
- Number of Researchers: 23 (including 17 concurrent appointments)

Research Target: CSIS has been advancing the following programs to assume a leading role in innovative change by demonstrating the fusion of spintronics devices and logic integrated circuits, thus aiming at playing a pivotal role in the global innovation cycle of VLSIs.

○ “Distributed IT system project (project leader: Prof. Hideo Ohno)” in ImPACT program (program manager: Prof. Masashi Sahashi) of CSTI, 2015/10/2～

Research Activities:
Research and development of spintronics device, 300mm integration process technology, innovative circuit and the architecture technology, and realization of low power consumption microcontroller driven by energy harvesting

<Major Achievements in 2015>

(1) Observation of different temperature dependence of energy barrier in CoFeB-MgO magnetic tunnel junctions depending on their sizes, which can be explained by a difference in the magnetization reversal mode. (2) Evaluation of thickness dependence of damping constant for single-interface and double-interface CoFeB-MgO structures from a ferromagnetic resonance using a vector network analyzer. (3) Demonstration of the third scheme of spin-orbit torque induced magnetization switching that is useful to investigate the physical mechanism of the switching. (4) Demonstration of nonvolatile associative processor for image recognition to achieve the world's lowest (600µW) operation power based on the 300mm-wafer 90nm-CMOS/70nm- perpendicular-MTJ hybrid process.

○ “Research and Development of Spintronics Material and Device Science and Technology for a Disaster-Resistant Safe and Secure Society (principal investigator: Prof. Hideo Ohno)” under “R&D Project for ICT Key Technology” of MEXT, 2012/8/15～

Research Activities: Research and development of spintronics material and device for high functionality (high speed)/ ultra-low power consumption (high capacity) working memory at technology node of less than 20 nm, and study on simulation of disaster-resistant computer system.

<Major Achievements in 2015>

(1) Evaluation of width dependence of thermal stability of domain wall in ferromagnetic Co/Ni nanowires and clarification of the mechanism that governs the thermal stability factor of domain walls. (2) Evaluation of dot size dependence of threshold current density for spin-orbit torque induced magnetization switching in nanoscale Ta/CoFeB/MgO dots and clarification of factors that determine the threshold current density. (3) Demonstration of field-free spin-orbit torque induced magnetization switching in an antiferromagnet/ferromagnet bilayer system and observation of analogue-like response, which is suitable for applications to artificial intelligences.
Research Organization of Electrical Communication (ROEC)
Towards Construction of Disaster-Resistant Information Communication Network

[Purpose of our establishment]
Many serious problems have become clear as a result of the Great East Japan Earthquake, which exposed the weaknesses of the most advanced information communications network in the world by severing the mobile phone and optical fiber lines thus cutting off essential telecommunications services. To solve these problems, Tohoku University’s Disaster Reconstruction and Regeneration Research Project includes an ICT Reconstruction Project for restoring information communication. The mission given to the researchers in the Electrical Engineering and Information Sciences group after the disaster was to achieve a disaster-resistant information communication network through the ICT Reconstruction Project, taking the needs of the disaster areas into consideration. To realize this network, we needed to employ the combined strength of our problem-solving abilities by linking researchers in electrical engineering and the information sciences across multiple faculties, including the School of Engineering, the Graduate School of Information Sciences, the Graduate School of Biomedical Engineering, the Cyberscience Center, and the Research Institute of Electrical Communication. These faculties and schools came together to form a new organization that could create close and flexible links between researchers and organizations, and on October 1, 2011 we established the Research Organization of Electrical Communication (ROEC) (Fig.1). The ROEC intends to take an all-Japan approach based on collaboration between industry, academia and government, and assemble expertise from the university with the participation of related local governments, private companies, public research organizations, and other universities with the goal of developing the most advanced disaster-resistant information communication network in the world (Fig.2).

[Main Activities]
Since 2012, we have been promoting 12 disaster-resilient ICT projects supported by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications. In 2015, two ongoing projects were promoted. We have also been engaged in a disaster information delivery project in Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program (SIP) promoted by the Cabinet Office and a disaster management project supported by RISTEX, JST. In addition, we demonstrated the feasibility of the research results concerning the disaster-resilient ICT system at the disaster-response drill of headquarter in Tohoku University. The research results produced by the promoted projects were presented at the Innovation Fair, Disaster Reconstruction and Regeneration Research Symposium of Tohoku University, and Disaster-resilient ICT Research Symposium of NICT. Our activities were also described in ROEC Newsletters published in 2015.

[Staff]
Prof. Nei Kato (Executive Director)
Prof. Masayuki Kawamata (Vice Executive Director)
Specially Appointed Prof. Yasushi Sakanaka (Vice Executive Director)
Specially Appointed Prof. Katsumi Iwatsuki (Research Administrator)
Mr. Yasuharu Ito (Office Manager)
Mr. Syuichi Terashima (Manager)
Ms. Izumi Ishikawa (Secretary)

[Papers]
Center for Innovative Integrated Electronic Systems (CIES)

<<Overview>>

Establishment: CIES was established in October 2012 to enhance industry-academic collaborations and contribute to the further development of integrated electronic industry. The building was constructed in March 2013 as the first research center by private investment in Science Park at Tohoku University’s Aobayama New Campus.

Organization: Director: Tetsuo Endoh (Professor, Graduate School of Engineering)

Number of staff: 60 (including appointments across RIEC, Graduate School of Engineering, Graduate School of Information Sciences, etc)

Mission: CIES aims to contribute to the enhancement of global competitiveness in the field of next generation integrated electronics systems, and further, work toward the creation of practical applications and new industries, through the research and development of innovative devices and its integrated electronic systems and constructing a consortium for this field under the international collaboration among industries, universities and government.

Research topics: Research and development by industry-university joint research projects, national research projects, community-based cooperation projects and so on in the field of IT including electronic device components such as for next-generation semiconductor memory, high-performance printed-circuit board, packaging, and image processing technologies, and in the field of car-electronics including electronic automotive components.

<<Major activities in FY2015>>

Toward practical applications from innovative core technologies created by Tohoku University, we managed the international industry-academic consortium (CIES Consortium) consisting of seven industry–academic collaborations, three major national projects (JST-ACCEL, ImPACT and NEDO projects), and community-based cooperation projects through our cooperation with a diverse range of Japanese and foreign companies from fields such as materials, equipment, devices, circuits and systems, and achieved remarkable results. CIES promoted to enlarge the base for collaborative research between industry and academia with world-first 300mm wafer process line and facilities for prototype manufacturing and characterizing spintronics integrated circuits compatible with world-class companies. So far, dozens of Japanese and foreign companies have participated in the consortium by accelerating system reforms including intellectual property management, common facility uses and so on to promote industry-academic collaborations. In addition, the companies utilized “a special private-sector investment promotion zone system (for information service-related industries)” under a joint application from Miyagi prefecture and local municipalities, and “financial assistance according to the amount of property tax paid (created under an agreement between Tohoku University and the city of Sendai)”. CIES have succeeded in developing the world’s largest consortium centering on non-volatile memory (STT-MRAM) and expanding into regional cooperation.

CIES has developed multiple innovative technologies, including next generation memories, high
performance board and package technologies, image processing and so on. Especially, 1M STT-MRAM chip with the world-highest access speed of 2GHz has successfully developed in R&D on STT-MRAM. Keysight Technologies, Inc. announced to commercialize new STT-MRAM test solution based on collaboration with CIES by 2016. Thus, some of them have been emerged as the successful results in view of the production phase.

We started a technology matching program for regional and local companies with cooperation of Miyagi Prefecture, the Miyagi Advanced Electronics and Machinery Industry Association, the Miyagi Automotive Industry Promotion Council, the Tohoku Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry and other partners. CIES launched three community-based cooperation projects (one of them, NEDO project for bridging between research institutes and small/mid-sized companies was adopted.) for putting to commercial use of the core technologies, and contributed to rebuild the Tohoku area and assist the region.

Furthermore, CIES internship program has been continued, which contributed to high-level human resources training for forging the future of this field.
Spintronics Research and Education Promotion Office

<Overview>

Establishment: December, 2014

Organization:

・ Chair of Steering Committee: Executive Vice President (for Research) Sadayoshi Ito

・ Steering Committee: 10 members

Mission:

・ Discussing the items related to promotion of spintronics R&D in Tohoku University

・ Liaison and coordination between relevant departments in Tohoku University

Activities:

(1) Sharing information and innovative technologies on spintronics in Tohoku University

(2) Promotion of spintronics research and training young researchers and students through the collaboration among research groups within and beyond Tohoku University

(3) Establishment of "Center for 'spintronics research innovation and cooperative network' " according to "Basic concept on promotion of large-scale research project —Drawing-up roadmap — Roadmap 2014"

(4) Other necessary items concerned with spintronics R&D

<Major activities in 2015>

The second Steering Committee was held on November 17, 2015. The request for budgetary appropriations was approved to establish Center for Spintronics Research Network in Tohoku University. To foster international as well as domestic collaboration in spintronics to enhance existing areas of research and to create new areas aiming at deepening science and creating new branches of industry, this center will promote cooperative research and be the hub of a network with other research institutions within Japan and overseas. As a result, Spintronics Research and Education Promotion Office was abolished at the end of the FY2015.
Leading Graduate Program
Interdepartmental Doctoral Degree Program for Multi-dimensional Materials Science Leaders

<Overview>
Establishment: October, 2013
Organization:
  • Program manager: Executive Vice President (for Education, Student Support and Student International Exchange) Kimio Hanawa
  • Program coordinator: Professor Tetsuya Nagasaka (Graduate School of Engineering)
  • Program member: about 60 Professors in Tohoku University
Mission:
  • Cultivating human resources through creating leaders who have a firm grasp of the fundamentals of material science and extensive research experience
  • The term “multi-dimensional” (MD) refers to the extensive, panoramic perception of materials through dimensions such as functionalities, characteristics, processes, environmental compatibility, economics, safety, and assessment techniques.

<Major activities in 2015>
About 20 new students joined the program and in 2015. About 40 students in total learned the fundamental and specialized subjects and joined long-term internship at domestic corporations and/or foreign institutions.

A group of interested students participated in the study tour on February 15-16, 2016. They visited National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS), Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and Hitachi Research Laboratory.

The second joint symposium co-organized by two Leading Graduate Programs, i.e. MD Program in Tohoku University and Ambitious Leader’s Program in Hokkaido University, was held in March, 2016 at Hokkaido University.
Graduate Program in Spintronics (GP-Spin)

<Overview>

Establishment: April 1, 2015

Organization:

- Program manager: Executive Vice President (for Education, Student Support and Student International Exchange) Kimio Hanawa
- Program leader: Professor Yoshiro Hirayama (Graduate School of Science)
- Program member: about 10 Professors in Tohoku University
- Foreign organization: Johannes Gutenberg Univ. Mainz (Germany), Tech. Univ. München (Germany), Tech. Univ. Kaiserslautern (Germany), Tech. Univ. Delft (The Netherland), Univ. Groningen (The Netherland), Univ. Chicago (USA), Univ. New South Wales (Australia)

Mission:

- Education of world-class leaders in spintronics from fundamental to applications

Activities:

- Education by world-leading professors from all departments and institute in Tohoku University with participation from all over the world
- Joint education with foreign organization including joint supervised degree/joint degree, mutual visit and long-term internship, international school/workshop, qualifying examination to guarantee the educational quality

<Major activities in 2015>

In FY2015, ten invited researchers, including Prof. Klaus von Klitzing who is a Novel Prize Lauriate in Physics, visited Tohoku University from abroad. They attended as keynote or invited speakers at the International Workshops* at “Tohoku Forum of Creativity” or held Seminars for students of this program. They also had intensive discussions with students and researchers during their stay in Sendai.

*International Workshops at “Tohoku Forum of Creativity”

- Quantum Nanostructures and Electron-Nuclear Spin Interactions
- Spintronics with Antiferromagnets
- Spintronics (13th RIEC International Workshop on Spintronics)
Program for Key Interdisciplinary Research
Research platform for Yotta-scale data science

<Project outline>

Founded: October 2015
Organization:
Yotta Informatics Research Center (Project leader: Hiroaki Muraoka, RIEC, Professor)
Project members: 26 experts from eight departments.
Purpose of the research:
Novel science and technology to manage both quantity and quality of yotta-scale information, in order to establish the future ICT technology and new humanics by collaborative work of engineering and human and social science

Research:
The amount of information is rapidly increasing, which is projected to reach to the amount of one yotta bytes, one trillion times of one Tera-bytes, or 10 to 24th bytes. Ordinary extension technology of the conventional ICT cannot cope with such gigantic amount of information, therefore essential paradigm change for the information processing is indispensable. In this project, we aim at the new information science, which can manage the quality of information as well as the information amount. For the sake, experts of information engineering, human and social science from departments are discussing about interdisciplinary collaborating works to understand the quality and value of information, as well as the quantity. The value information is the key properties for the future informatics to receive the full benefit of the information in the upcoming “beyond the big data” era.

<Major achievement in 2015>

1. Meeting and discussions by the all project members
   The meetings were held five times in total to discuss about the information quality and value. Twenty presentations by the members were presented. These discussions contributed to mutual understanding of the members to establish the research organization
2. Survey of previous studies
   Previous studies on the information quality was investigated. The research activities on the quality of information products were founded by MIT (US), Oxford University (UK) etc.
3. Algorism of the information quality
   Analysis algorism is investigated so as to extract values from the large information based on its quality. The information processing is carried out by the human approach based on the objective measurable properties.